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New plan
considers
ecology

Diving for cover

By Christine DeGraw
Daily staff writer

Michael Caulfield

Spartan outfielder Ken Henderson, a junior, dives back
to first base to avoid being picked off by the Fullerton

Stale pitcher. TM oigh I lenderson was safe, the Titans
defeated the Spartans 11-5 in Saturday’s game. The

Daily staff photographer

Spartans won Sunday to finish the season with 43 wins, a
new school record. See story on page 6.

SJSU students take English Bath
By Steve Mush
Special to the Daily
BATH, England For some
SJSU students, the spring 1990 semester will he remembered as another faceless four months in pursuit of a degree and graduation.
But for 42 students who spent
the semester in Bath, England, the
semester will he regarded as a
memorable experience.
These students have been living.
studying and working in Bath, located approximately RX) miles
west of London.
The SJSU extended program in
Bath was founded three years ago
to allow students "to integrate
what they’re studying with where
they are studying," said Marion
Richards, an original Bath program instructor and former cochair of the English department at
SJSU.

Bath was founded by the Romans during the first century for
the use of the natural hot springs
that bubbled up in the region. The
original Roman baths were discovered by accident in 1880 while
workmen were digging a new
sewer. They have since become a
popular tourist attraction in Britain. second only to the Tower of
London.
Bath has a rich artistic history,
which has been portrayed in the
works of Jane Austen and Charles
Dickens.
Students become immersed in
the culture by living with British
families and studying courses designed to further their understanding of England. Richards said.
"Most semester abroad programs bring students to England.
then teach them courses on American history or American litera-

ture," she said.
To ensure that these courses follow the same curriculum offered at
the SJSU campus. department instructors teach similar courses in
such areas as English, history, humanities and political science.
The courses taught vary from
year to year. This semester’s program included such classes as Literature and Personality. British
20th Century History and British
Politics. All instructors offered independent study courses in their
respective fields.
One of the most popular courses
was the political science internship, which gave some students
the opportunity to work for national political parties. and aiding
teachers at local schools and helping the elderly.
Students are required to enroll in
at least 15 units. Credit for these

courses apply toward graduation
requirements.
Although
the
courses offered are from only a
handful of departments, majors of
those students who participate in
the program vary greatly.
"When reviewing applications,
we kink for a mixed group." Richards said.
While most students spent this
time discovering Scotland. Ireland
and Wales, some students regularly took weekend trips to London, Paris, Berlin and Amsterdam.
Although typically in California
most students spend spring break
in Palm Springs, many Bath students visited Spain. France, Germany, Greece, Italy. Holland and
many other countries.
"I saw the Pope!" said Patricia
Wright. an English major, who
spent her break in Italy.
In addition to individual travel,

the program provides field trips to
London. Cantcbury. Stratfordupon-Avon, and other locations of
interest.
As this semester’s program is
drawing to a close, plans for next
spring’s program are already being
made. Next year’s faculty will
consist of Richards, who is coming
out of retirement for the semester,
Michael Otten from the sociology
department, and Beata Panaglpolis
from the art department.
Courses have not been finalized
yet, but interested students should
contact Richards at the beginning
of fall semester. Richards said.
She added that administrators try
to keep costs at about the cost of
living in the dormitories.
"I believe the only hope for the
world is to knockdown national
barriers and become citizens of the
world," Richards said.

In keeping with the idea that the
’90s will be the "env ironnvental
decade," the new proposed campus masterplan has been sensitive
to ecological issues.
The plan, developed by facilities
development
and
operations
(FD0). calls for the increase of net
building square footage, while increasing the amount of green space
and landscaped areas, the building
of two parking structures on South
campus and support of the extension of BART and the light rail.
"The environmental issue is one
that we all need to be sensitive
to," said Mo Qayoumi, associate
executive vice president of FDO.
According to Ernesto Montetier. President of Student Affiliation For Environmental Respect
(SAFER), the issue of the new
parking structures is contradictory
to the promotion of public transportation.
"No new parking structures are
planned on campus, but they are
planned off campus, and from
there they have to find their way to
school," he said. "They need to
do something like reduce the fees
for students that ride their bikes to
school.
"I’m adamant that it isn’t a policy consistent with environmental
commitment."
Qayoumi maintains that the
parking facilities are necessary.
There are approximately 6,000
spaces available now, and two
more would add 5.(XX) spaces.
. "For 4(,),,.000 students we will
have only about 11,000 parking
spaces," Qayoumi said. "It’s not
going to be in any excess, that will
be less than one parking spot for
four students."
SJSU has already made several
efforts to reduce its environmental
impact.
Efforts include:
Cogeneration. which produces
two forms of energy at the same
time through the combination of a
boiler and electric generator. The
generators produce electricity and
instead of sending heat into the atmosphere, it is captured for use.
This method can produce efficiencies up to 95 percent.
Solar energy. which is being
used at Clark library and the dorms
to supplement the buildings heating ventilation and air conditioning
year round.
See PLAN, page 7

A.S. controller finds new identity
after moving to the United States
By Harry Mok
Daily staff writer

When Jennie Reyes was growing up in the Philippines. it seemed
she had everything.
The house her family lived in
had 12 bedrooms and there were
maids and cooks to take care of it.
"Everything was easy." Reyes
said. "That’s what my parents
gave me."
She had everything she said, except her identity.
"People didn’t know me as Jennie." she said."I was just the
daughter."
Her family left the Philippines in
1983 before the fall of the Marcos
regime because of "political reasons,’’ she said.
Reyes said her family had "political connections" and felt it
would be safer to be here. She
would not elaborate on what those
connections were.
"Also we didn’t know what the
economy was going to be like."
Living in the United States for
the last six -and -a-half years has
been a learning experience for the
junior health science major.
"At first I missed the luxury
back home," Reyes said. "But I
realized here I could enrich myself . ’
The petite. tan 20-year-old spins
the chair she sits in playfully as she

talks. Fier dark black hair just covers her shoulders.
"As a person I’ve grown so
much." she said from her new office in the Associated Students
chambers. "Now people know me
as Jennie."
Reyes served as A.S. director of
intercultural affairs this year and
was elected controller for 1990-91,
which comes with a corner office.
She sat on the Intercultural
Steering committee and the A.S.
Special Allocations committee this
year. In recent weeks, she has also
taken on duties as A.S. controller.
Reyes describes herself as shy.
hut is strong and forceful as she
speaks.
"I can’t stay home and cut
school." she said. "There’s so
much that needs to be done."
A 3.5 grade point average put
her on the dean’s list last semester
despite the 15 units she took and
the time she spent with activities
such as A.S.
She had planned a double major
in health and business adminstralion, hut now has decided on one
major. After graduation she plans
to enroll at Santa Clara University
and get a Master’s in business administration.
The first "Asian Recruitment
Day." recently held at SJSU, was
coordinated by Reyes.

It was designed to give Asian
high school students in the area a
taste of what college was about.
Many of the students in attendence
were of Southeast Asian heritage
and recent immigrants to the
United States.
Reyes has been involved in the
Asian community and believes it
needs more representation.
"We need people to serve as
role models," she said. "We need
support from the community. People to look up to and say ’Hey, you
can do it’."
She said more Asians should get
involved in government, even
though many Asians don’t like politics.
Problems like the homeless.
AIDS and other issues are also prevelant in the Asian community.
Reyes said.
"We need more representation
in government. We’re the new majority in California," she said.
"But we’re not able to take advantagc of the system. The people in
government are the ones that push
for things."
For the many new Asian immigrants, Reyes said more programs
to help them learn the English Ian
guage and assimulate to American
culture are needed.
See REYES. page 3

Michael Caulfield

Jennie Reyes, left, A.S. controller for 1990-91,
confers is ith Business Administrator Jean I.enart

Daily staff photographer

at the A.S. offices. Reyes served as director of intercultural affairs this year.
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Past teachers, future memories
person is a terrible thing
55 ds14:

Studies base been done involving Lachers and students. The teachers %etc told certain students in
their classes were gifted, capable
of 111111/01Se acheivement
The teachers, excited about has ing their "dream" students in their
classes, treated the kids with spcL hal care and attention.
And. of course, the students iii
theit :lasses did exceedingly well.
i :re’s what kills me. These stu
%ere not gifted (by their
standard). They had been labeled
in the past as being slow and not so-bright - even stupid.
’The students felt the difference
Before that, they hadn’t been given
the time of day as teachers wrote
them off.
All the kids really needed was
someone to say. "Hey. I KNOW
you can do it. Keep going!
W.re all like that, aren’t we?
I in willing to admit it. Looking
back at all major growth peraxls in
in life, there was always someone
there I respected and admired.
gently motivating me. encouraging
me or counseling me. The messages they conveyed came down to
one thing: "I believe in you."
That’s not to say that I need
someone leading me by the hand
through life, whispering sweet
nothings in my ear about how wonderful I um to feed a waning ego.
Most people can discern sincerity.
Unfortunately, I am too aware of
the manipulations of human beings.
But it’s reassuring to know
someone thinks I’ll pull through,
even when I don’t.
Imagine if we all had someone
vv Ito knew we could succeed and
believed in our capabilities, in
spite of all obstacles. All of us can
accomplish tremendon, things. hut

REPORTERS’ FORUM

. . . it’s reassuring to
know someone thinks
I’ll pull through, even
when I don’t.

-la gummy hears in our class to
.,ive us courage before one of her
monstrous essay -history tests
Thanks. Mrs. Learnard, but the
courage came in that you always
knew I was intelligent and could
write!
I mustn’t forget Mark Coffin.
my youth pastor these past three
years who has put up with my volatile outbursts and endless objections about anything and everything. We’ve had our share of
sparrings, but he always knew I’d
find truth and grow in my Christianity.
And Russell Yee, a ChineseAmerican intellectual who can tell
you everything you ever wanted to
know about theology. He was the
first person who ever listened to
me. knew full well who I was, and
STILL thought I was great.
Then, there is Steve McWilham, the true friend I always
wanted who has been a real brother
to me. He’s one of those people
who loves and believes in peopeople. Though he enple all
dured grueling chemotherapy treatments in his bout with cancer, he
remained incredibly concerned
which is
with those he loved
everyone. Thanks. Steve, you’ve
shown me the unconditional love I
needed to understand.
Most importantly, there is one
person who has been with me all
along, telling me how much he
loves me. no matter what I did to
hurt him and no matter how I let
him down.
He knows everything about
me all the rotten details. Always believing in me. he’ll be
there when everyone else fails me.
Thanks, Jesus. I believe in you,
too.
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Cam us Voice

Chicano Commencement needed
descent and I can say one
/am of Mexican
thing with the most stringent conviction:
There are many, many things
materially, the color of my skin never did me
a damn bit of good. Spiritually, yes. Materially in
that can be done to reaffirm
our American system: no. I’ve never received a
positive self-images in this
dime from this system or any special favors because
my last name is "Moreno."
society. It is something that
I’m here at SJSU because I worked my ass off to
needs to be worked on in every
pay my own tuition and because I read like a mad
dog despite the lack of a sound education during
walk of life, among people of
adolescence.
The high school I went to was segregated at the ...nerguitolor and sociotime I attended (ruled an by a federal judge), Alf 1"/economic background.
had never really befriended or known anyone who
was "Anglo" until I was 18 years old.
It was hard getting into the workings of this
psychological baggage to carry around, and that’s
system of ours, but I did it without anyone’s help.
exactly the way I felt at 16 years of age. Indeed,
But that is not the reason I’m about to make a case
that’s how some people feel and live their whole
for the existence of the Chicano Commencement
lives. I was lucky; many others are less fortunate.
graduation ceremony at SJSU.
When people grow up with these feelings, under
I understand why people who have not had
these circumstances, the problem is compounded
contact with Latino people as a whole would view
when individuals enter the outer world without ever
the commencement as "our own thing." Because,
just viewed on the surface, that’s exactly what it
coming to terms with themselves. They take the
appears to be.
baggage with them wherever they go and it affects
I understand.
those around them, and the problems are passed to
But the Chicano Commencement serves a
their offspring. Another generation grows up bitter
purpose that goes beyond the political, the cultural
and dysfunctional within the outer world, full of
or the social into the realm of the psychological.
dangerous self-hate.
Sound crazy?
Although many may not realize it, symbolic
I know this. If individuals-- ANY individuals -activities re-enforce positive feelings about self: the
grow up in conditions within a larger community
"self’ being one of many individuals who grow up
with vastly different conditions, if people live
under many different conditions. Psychological
separately within a larger, cohesive system there is a
baggage is not limited to race, class or gender.
very good chance that those individuals will feel
Sociological evils have no preferences. There are
alienated from and hostile to the outside
many, many things that can be done to reaffirm
community, who in turn react. This is not good.
positive self images in this scciety. It is something
This is especially so when the individual’s "sub"
that needs to be worked on in every walk of life,
among people of every color and socio-economic
community looks poor and miserable, and everyone
background.
on the outside looks bright and cheery and everyone
on TV looks like everyone on the outside. When
The Chicano Commencement is only one such
everyone you know and everyone who is close you
activity, and it helps. Graduates of the ceremony
to feels miserable and struggles to exist and
will be given an opportunity to shed some
everything looks run-down and teachers at high
psychological baggage, myself included. It is the
school don’t give damn about you because they’ve
kind of positive re-enforcement that tells an
been sent to purgatory to teach, and two gigantic
individual, "Hey dude, you’re OK." And these
policemen beat the hell out of scrawny-little you in
people will enter the outer world feeling a little less
front of your screaming grandmother, at whom they
negatively toward themselves and others. This
laugh.
helps the world to function.
the ones who are doing the beating and
One of my esteemed fellow students once said the
And
the teachers at high school look like the
ceremony "promotes racism," but in reality it does
people on TV, and the areas where those
exactly the opposite.
people live look like they get priority cleaning and
- It gives Latinos the self-esteem neMed to function
tree-planting rights from the city and the people
in a competitive society and strengthens feelings of
who live there are always smiling to each other but
pride in our race: the human race.
look at you and your mother like you’re scum ...
No one would be having a mental picnic under
E. Mark Moreno is a Journalism senior and
these conditions. That’s a hell of a lot of
wrote this piece for Campus Voice.

purpose. If socializing isn’t of interest to you, at least
don’t condemn those for whom it is.
You state, ". . GALA did NOT sponsor the
Etlii,,I .
This letter is in response to J. B. Pritcheres letter AIDS and People of COLOR or any other AIDS-education event, which is sad." To the contrary, what is
of May 9.
I have attended every meeting of GALA for over sad is the apparent belief that AIDS education is
a year now. Although I’d be the first to admit GALA somehow the property and responsibility of gay orgaisn’t perfect, to read your description of it, one could nizations. No, Mr. Pritchert. AIDS education is EVonly conclude that GALA was a circus of buffoons ERYONE’S responsibility. That is why there is a
performing for an audience of leachcmus perverts. campus-wide AIDS education committee whose
Please note the the concept of hiding away "next to membership includes a broad spectrum of health officials, faculty, staff, students and administrators, all irthe men’s restrooms" is your idea, not GALA’s.
As with any organization, some of the meetings respective of their sexual orientation.
A recurring theme in your letter is "I did not find
don’t go as planned. Yes, there are times when a
or "I have not seen advertising . . ."
scheduled speaker cancels and we must work with an out about . .
improvised agenda. Much more often, though, the Any accomplished college student realizes that bescheduled speaker or event happens as planned and is coming informed doesn’t happen by just sitting back
passively and waiting for someone else to feed inforusually very dynamic.
Were you there when Dr. Kathy Roe led us mation to yu. If you need information you must take
through a discussion on stress management? Did you the initiative to actively seek it out. You just have to
hear the bisexual panel speak about their personal ex- make intelligent decisions on where to look.
First, you complain you haven’t seen advertisperiences and the organizations that support them?
You state you "knew not who was in charge" of ing. You’re right. GALA does not usually run paid
the meetings. That would have been either one of the advertising. Even the relatively low cost Spartan
two co-Presidents. They were those people in front of Daily, for instance, would charge $124.80 per day for
the room saying things like, "Welcome to GALA. a simple two column by eight inch ad. We don’t have
My name is Patti and I am the co-President." And so the funds. But then, in the close of your letter, you
forth. If you somehow managed to miss the standard "shudder at the thought" of money going to GALA.
opening and wanted to know who the officers why did Sort of a catch -22, wouldn’t you say . . . don’t allocate GALA any funds and then object that there isn’t
you not take the initiative to simply ask.?
Yes. the meetings are run with a structure that any advertising?
Then, as for the fliers you "have not seen," we
would he inappropriate to a corporate enterprise.
However, as long as GALA remains a highly diverse DO post them all over campus . . . and keep re-poststudent group. the meetings will probably continue to ing them hourly as they get ripped down. The unfortube a mix of business (political action and/or social nate existence of such homophobia-related destruction
awareness) and pleasure (partying and/or chit-chat). means that GALA cannot rely upon fliers as the only
BOTH types of activities are appropriate to GALA’s method for information dissemination.
On the other hand, virtually every GALA event
has been announced in the Spartan Daily, usually
through the free SpartaGuide column. For instance.
the Video Exposition you, "did not find out about
. . until it was almost over," was announced in
Published tot the University and the University Community
EVERY SpartaGuide SEVERAL DAYS IN ADby the Department of Journalism and Mass
VANCE for each and every film.
Communications Since 1934
Mr. Pritchert, I support your right to complain
(UCPS 509-480)
about GALA. However, I also support your right to
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we limit ourselves. We all need to
be acknowledged and affirmed.
If there is someone who is willing to support us. doesn’t believing
in our potential come much easier?
Call me crazy, but I want to
thank the people who have done
this for me by making sure I was
not a person who would waste
away my potential.
Mrs. Stafford, my third-grade
teacher, had infinite patience with
me as she lovinIgly moved me
around her classroom countless
times in a year for talking too
much. Thanks, Mrs. Stafford. I
still talk too much, hut at least my
vocabulary has improved! (I’m
now loquacious!)
And Mrs. Leamard, an elderly
high school teacher with flaming
red hair who lives in England. I
marveled that she survived wars
and was able to tell the class fascinating stories, getting us excited
about learning.
Lisa Cuellar is a Daily staff
With her composed and serious
English manner, she would pass writer.

Rome.. Pre,
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A.S.

article makes errors

Editor,
I would like to respond to an article which appeared in the May 11 issue of the Spartan Daily. In
particular. Harry Mok. city editor for Fall ’90. under
the headline "Program Board members appointed,"
makes two incorrect assertions.
The assertions center around the stipend of executive assistants. Harry states, "Tom Boothe received
$350 a month when he was executive assistant to Ex President Scott Santandrea." Additionally, Harry
writes. "Washington said he found the amount
Boothe got ’appalling’ and felt $250 would be reasonable."
The article infers that I named Mr. Boothe personally. which is not true. I have not accused him nor
anyone else personally as not being worthy of their
compensation. Next, the article infers that Mr. Boothe
was the only executive assistant to receive such pay.

or he is the only one that I am "appalled" with. The
facts are Mr. Boothe is not alone, there are others.
In final, although I may not have been happy
with the stipend received by former executive assistants. I have not singled out anyone. Such an action to
do so, by me or anyone else, without an undisputed
act of delinquency by the accused, would be inappropriate. My goal is to argue the issue or the action at
hand, not the person.
Amex Washington
A.S. President

with the Cub Scouts. Unfortunately, Todd Anderson
assumes that it was done underage.
In his next assumption, he crudely parallels Mr.
Reeks’s being a "delinquent" with being a "poor.
Hispanic elder." It is also disturbing to see that the
Spartan Daily would print such a letter.
Anderson misses the entire point of the article that. Recio is helping the children. Perhaps Anderson
is perturbed at not having done anything more socially
rewarding than clearing his tray at McDonald’,
Whatever other negative traits Mr. Anderson assume,
all Hispanics possess, and whatever the case may be.
Recio is working for the Cub Scouts benefit.
kids
It’s no wonder Anderson feels all of Sigma
Editor,
Alpha Mu arc delinquents. It would allow his trend tit
"Bad example’?" Is it worse to drink beer under- calling Hispanics drunken
sociopaths.
age or throw an entire ethnic group into an undesirable
light? Who’s worse, the boozer or the bigot?
Dave Lundy
Roy Reel. who perhaps is correcting the error of
Sophomore
Administration of Justice
his ways. admittedly drank during his involvement

Recio helping, not hurting,
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Reyes: New A.S. controller wants to help others
From page!
"The new immigrants can’t survive without speaking English."
she said. *There are times when
you have to speak English. Life
can’t always resolve around their
communities."
Among the other groups Reyes
is involved with are Akhayan.
Filipino student group, and the
SJSU Asian Business League. of
which she is the former president
In addition, she was first runnerup in the SJSU homecoming queen
competition last fall.
When she boarded a plane to
move to the United States, she had
only one suitcase in hand.
"My mother only told me to
bring one suitcase. She said we
were only staying for a few
months."
Her mother initially stayed behind and still takes frequent business trips hack to the Philippines.
She said her mother recently returned from an I1 -month long trip.
"It was hard growing up without her lots of times," Reyes said

neering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
’My mother only
Though she has been more fortold me to bring
tunate than many people, she
much of her time try ing to
one suitcase. She spends
help others through her activities.
whom much is given, much
said we were only is -To
required," she said, quoting
from the Bible. Reyes said she’s
staying for a few
very religious and attends church
months.’
every Sunday.
Jennie Reyes,
"If you’re given a talent, you
A.S. controller should use it not just for yourself,
hut for others also.
After living in Concord for five
of her mother. "It put me in a posi- years, her family moved to San
tion to grow up fast "
Jose in 19101.
Reyes’ family owns a fine linen
Reyes. the fifth of six children.
exporting company in the Phil- moved home after spending her
ippines and a printing shop in San freshman year living in the InternaJose. They are still living comfort- tional Center.
ably she said.
It was from being involved in
’My family is all into busi- student government in the Internaness,- Ete)es said. "I guess I’m tional Center that she became indifferent I’m not so concerned solved with the A.S. and all her
with how much money I make. other activities.
Her father, Rosalino, works for
She helped with the InternaFMC Corporation and has master’s tional KW Barnar two years ago,
degrees in chemistry and engi- which is one of the main duties of

the director ot intercultural affairs.
When election time came.
Keyes decided to run for the position. Now as controller, she will
oversee an A.S. budget of more
than S1.5 million and signs all the
checks.
"I wanted to see lots of
changes," she said. "Instead of
complaining, I just do it."
Despite her busy schedule.
Reyes said she loves what she’s
doing.
"I’m never just sitting around.
Usually I find myself doing 10
things at a time."

Homer as hero
SAN ONOFRE, Calif. (API
Homer Simpson. the bonehead
cartoon clifd on TV’s "’The Simpsons- and probably the nation’s
best-known nuclear plant worker,
has a solid core of fans at the San
(Moire Nuclear Generating Station.

Sparta(Juide
OTHER

SpartaGuide is a

daily calendar
SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
available

to

newsroom. Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 a. m.
phone-in items will be accepted.

JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Barbecue and
Senior Sendoff. May 28. 11 am. SJSU Barbecue Pits Call 286-1531 to RSVP
ART DEPT:Gallery presentations May 1415 AO RUIldina Call 924 4321

ESCAPE BAR AND GRILL: Bill Thoemke
Memorial Dart and Pool Marathon 7 p
June 1 Call 377-5436
FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB: Open
gaming May 16 Student Union Conslanoan
Room Call 924 7027

No

TODAY

CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT: Lecture on
solar energy conversion via photoelectrochemistry at semiconductors by Allen J
Bard, Ph D. 4:30 p m , Duncan Hall 135
Call 924-5000.
BRIGHT LIGHTS PERFORMING ARTS:
’Baby with the Bathwater- by Christopher
Durang, 8 pm,Studio Theatre HGH 103.
Tickets $3 in advance, $4 at the door Call
924-8554
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP:
Free pizza noon meet at the Roost Call
268-1411
WEDNESDAY
JEWISH STUDENT UNION. Bag Lunch,
12:30 p.m , Art Quad Call 286-1531.
A.S.P.B.: Wendy Waller and the Natural
Wonders On ensemble. noon, S.U. Ampitheatre. Call 924-6261
BRIGHT LIGHTS PERFORMING ARTS:
-ashy with the BathwateiC by ChristoPiie’r
Durang, 8 p.m.. Studio Theatre HGH 103.
Tickets $3 in advance, $4 at the door Call
924-8554
STUDENT AFFLIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT: Meeting and short talk
on the miraculous hemp plant. 5 pm DMH
235A Call 924-5467
THURSDAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Last Chance- lob fair, 11 am to
2pm.SU Ballroom Call 924-6048
WASHINGTON SQUARE: Walking tour of
historic Washington Square May 17. 12 30
p m . Tower Hall
FRIDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Taize Candlelight
Prayer. 730 pm . Campus Ministry Chapel
Call 298-0204
SUNDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday Worship.
10:45 a.m. (Lutheran Worship): 6:30 p.m
and 8 p.m., (Catholic Mass), Campus Christian Center Chapel 110th ad San Carlos)
Call 298-0204
OTHER
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Barbecue ,.rd
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PAYMENT
ON APPROVED CREDIT

1990 CELICA ST Coupe 5 Speed
Model #2162

$10,990

$6690
1990 STANDARD TOYOTA
TRUCK 4x2 MODEL #8101

r

Student
and
Faculty
Fares

vstvrntik
Because many %macros are not

The SJSt! Ono) de May.. celebration created disputes among
provides readers ti ah a recap of Chicano and Latino ilrganirations
the prevoaat dav. I hip shines
that will affect their relations kir
luture es ents. a graduate student in
SJSU athletes may be subject to the bilingual teaching credentials
mandatory random drug testing in program said.
the future, according to members
of the SJSU Athletic Board. Specifics of the proposed program will The downtown area is void of cahe discussed at the next hoard reer-related jobs, according to
some SJSU students "There’s not
meeting May 114.
a kit of career opportunities downThe SJSU Cineo de Mayo cele- town.- said Jennifer Johnson, a
bration created disputere, accord- junior psychology major.
ing to members of the SJSU AthAlthough many SJSU students
letic Board. Specifics of the
proposed program will he dis- seek employment. many see downcussed at the next board meeting town businesses near the campus
ignoring them as labor .
May 114.
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GRADUATION SALE

THE SPRING
GOLD RUSH IS ON!
$95 $70 $45

OFF OFF OFF
18K 14K 10K

vrs randtrip free, Sr. trifle
Costa Rica
$398
London
$573
Amsterdam
$575
Paris
$609
$638
Milan
Bangkok
$713
Bali
$850
,

Order your college ring NOW.

EURAILIASSES ISSUED
ON THE SPOT!

JOSTENS

America’s oldest and largest
student/budget travel oeganitationl

Coiincil Travel
BERKELEY

SAN FRANCISCO

2486 Charming Way

312 Sutter Street

848-8604

421-3473

May 1446

9:00-4:00
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.
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"ll4 selling everything but his PS/2,
Its going to be part of his future."
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How’re you going to do it?
,Career Opportunities In
’Earth Information
Sciences .-Cartography

The IBM Personal System/2 not only helps you now, but can get you off
to a fast start in graduate school or on the job. ’the PS/2’’ comes with
easy-to-use, pnloaded software, an IBM Mouse and color display. With
a special student price and the IBM PS/2 Loan for
Learning. iI.n %en, Amiable.*
You can also get special prices on three modds ()I
the IBM Proprinter."
But don’t wait too long. Get a jump on the future
now with an IBM PS/2.

PS/2 it!

LAST CHANCE
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF

the
and to merchant
charting and geodetic support to the
developments
marines and navigators worldwide. Ours is a mission that continues to
to advance, we have
graphics, geographic data, the earth sciences...
to be
expect
bachelor’s
who
have
a
degree
or
higher
(or
who
individuals
for
excellent opportunities
degreed in the next 12 months) in one of the following academic disciplines:
Geodesy Meteorology Photogrammetry Cartography Geology * Navigation
Astronomy
Physical Geography
Geophysics Oceanography
Computer Sciences
Photo -Interpretation
Earth Sciences Mathematics Optics Physics Engineering Sciences Remote -Sensing

Defense Mapping Agent.), provides
As a motor support agenr y ot the Department of Defense iDoD).
U.S. military, national security initiatives,
critical
integrate the latest
As we continue
in computer

Explore A Dynamic lifestyle in Washington D.C.

Our location in the nation’s capital is home to the country’s most signifir ant u ientifit and technology
agencies, the Smithsonian Institution, Georgetown University and much more. Recreation and daily
living in the D.C.-8altimore-Virginia area is exceptional. In addition, we offer attractive starting salaries
(from over 821K to over $261(), comprehensive benefits including relocation assistance, plus advancement
based on entry grade and performance with salary potential to over 832K and
beyond For consideration call toa-free, or submit your resume and college

-<

transcript(s) to: Detente Mapping Agency, Attn: CPSO/PRSO (86-90),
Washington D.C., 25515-0010. 1400-526-3379. An equal opportunity employer.
U.S. citizenship required lor apple( ant and immediate family mernbers.
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SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
BY JUNE 15!

Come on over to the Spartan Bookstore,
or call 452-4190 to set up a
time for a personal demonstration.
Immediate availability of all models
Make a PS/2 part of your graduation celebration !

kt

lirmvmher- special student prices
for graduates end June 15th at
the Spartan Bookstore!
his alter is mailable only to qualefied SlUdOnt lacuity and slate who purchase IBM PS/ s Iniough par tecepating campus mons Order
Peeces All itibetC1 to change and IBM may withdrew tie otter at any len Yothoui written note..
IBM Personal Synch/2 and PS/2 are registered leaden-larks of Interimloonal Buseness Mechem,’ Corporation
’Prop nue is a tradenuerk of International Sunless Mec hones Corporateon
IBM to, poranon 1990

are sutryet I
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SJSU judo makes freshman ’the little guy’
Former high school standout makes the
adjustment to college level competition

Well, not exactly.
Serbin weighs in at 250 pounds and competes
as a heavyweight.
Serbin’s introduction to competition at the
college level has been a lesson in humility. "I’m
just starting to learn." he said. "It’s like starting
all over again."
SJSU is a mecca for American judo. University team members have become Olympians. and
this year the team virtually swept the college championships.
The program’s success draws outstanding athletes from all over the United States. "And that’s
why I’m here." Serbin said. "I’ve learned a lot hut
I still haven’t scratched the surface."
Judo is an often misunderstood sport. Unlike
karate, judo does not involve punching or striking
your opponent. Instead, the objective is to throw

your opponent flat onto his or her hack using a
combination of technique and strength. Matches
can he iner in the moment it takes to be thrown
onto the tout. Grabbing an opponent’s judo umbirm. called a gi. in order to gain leverage, is allowed.
Once on the mat, judo is similar to wrestling.
’the first combatant to make a controlled pin of the
other for 30 seconds is declared the winner.
Serbin. who started judo when he was 6, considers himself lucks to he involved with a spon that
has given him opportunities to travel and meet people. "I have friends all over the United States,"he
said.
While still in high school. Serbin won several
gold medals in the Junior Olympics and finished
first in two junior national and two national high
school championships.
He has even competed internationally. in 1988
at the high school championships in Japan. and at
the 1989 Junior Pan Am Games in Ecuador.
Last month Serbin competed for the first time
in the Junior World Judo Championships in France.
He was disappointed when he failed to place
in the top three. "I wasn’t ready for it and I lacked
experience." Serbin said.
The year was not all bad however.
In March. Serbin captured first place in the
heavyweight division of the Collegiate Judo Championships at University of California at Berkeley.

Serbin competed in the Collegiate National Judo
Champ’
hips at L’,(’.-Iterkele in March. As a

freshman on the team he managed to capture first
place in the heavyweight division.

like many other high ....Mini athletes vdio
excel at their spon. John Serhin came in college
thinking he was something special.
During his high school career Serbin had woo
awards and tournaments for judo In his hometown
of Pittsburgh. Pennsylvannia. he was even somewhat of a celebrity.
Then he came to San Jose State University.
"In Pittsburgh. I thought I was great," said
Serbin. a 19-year-old freshman who has not declared a major. "Now I’m nisi a little guy on the
leant

Serhin strains with effort during one of the judo team’s daily two hour workouts

Allison Canton, a freshman majoring in
International Business, jokes with John in
There are more than 20 athletes on Sitirs judo team. They workout every afternoon

Story
and
Photography by
Kelley Chinn

After flying back from a long weekend competition In San
Diego, Serbin sleeps in.

the study lounge of Moulder Hail. Thes
both live on campus in the residence hall.
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Court
refuses
to lift
injunction

WASHINGTON iAP)
A
decply di% !Jed Supreme Court
Monday refused to lift a Georgia
Fudge’s injunction barring an antiabortion group from bkicking ac,ess to abortion clinics in Atlanta
l’he court, by a 5-4 vote. relected an emergency request hy
Ilse members of the group. Operation Rescue, who said the injunction is violating their tree -speech
rights.
The Man:h 29 injunction permanently bars anti -abortion demonstrators within 50 feet of the property line of any Atlanta facility

where abortions are performed
Since July I91111. when Atlanta
hosted the National DernocratitConsention. city police have arrested 1.320 demonstrators at Operation Rescue sit-ins. Many of the
protesters barricaded abortion clinics. blocking patients and employees from entering or leaving.
City officials sought and obtained the state court injunction.
The Georgia Supreme Court refused on April 25 to set it aside.
Five members of Operation Rescue then sought emergency help
from Justice Anthony M. Ken-

nedy . who referred the request to
the full court.
The court’s 5-4 vote produced
strange judicial bedfellows.
Joining to deny the emergency
and thus leave the inrequest
were Chief Jusjunction intact
tice William It Rehnquist and Justices Byron R. White. Harry A
Blackmun. John Paul Stevens and
Sandra Day O’Connor.
Blackmun and Stevens often are
characterized as liberals on issues
such as abortion and tree speech.
Rehnquist. White and O’Connor
t often referred to as con are

on those points
Voting in dissent to lilt the in !unction were the court’s two most
consistent liberals -Justices William .1 Brennan and Thurgood
Marshall
and two conservatives. Kennedy and Justice Antonin Scalia.
Writing for the dissenters. Kennedy cited a 1977 decision involving Nazis demonstrating in the
heavily Jewish community of Skokie. Ill
Kennedy said that decision
"does not distinguish among
speakers based on the content ot
scrsatises

.
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their speech
Operation Rescue members Nli
cbael Hirsch. Gina Robertson.
illiam Haynes. Stew firm and
Pamela Sekulow said the Atlanta
injunction deters them ’from eng
aging in prayer, picketing. leaflet
ing and other fiirtiis ot peaceful ex
pression oil publii. forum streets
and sidewalks
Legal challenges to Operation
Rescue demonstrations at abortion
climes have lett the organization so
far in debt it has closed down its
national headquarters in Binghamton. N Y
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It took Freud 38 years to understand it.
You have one night.
The psych exam is in 12 hours. And your id wants to party. Ibur ego
wants to conk out. But your superego knows you need to stay awake
tonight to cram.
Fortunately, you’ve got Vivarin. It helps keep you awake and mentally
alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So all your brainpower can focus
on understanding the brain.
If Freud had used Vivarin, maybe he could have understood the brain
faster, too.
C. IWO Seisenuml }mud uperiphi rcprmented M I he lhopr

fit .i

ON CAMPUS

Carmen Otte
Embry -Riddle University

hinan Aprm, hm.a-rts 1101

Revive with VIVARIN:

C 14911 SmithKline- &velum
I.e. ndlrrued I i1111.11n
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NASA trainee
Carmen Otte and
her favorite
space vehicle.
When Aeronautical Engineering junior Carmen
Otte talks about her 1982 Volkswagen Jetta,
it’s only natural that she begins with space.
"I like its size, especially the trunk. A big trunk
is important when you go away to school and
have to carry practically everything you own.
"And I love Jetta’s space inside. It’s roomy,
comfortable. Last year I drove 200 miles
each way to a summer job at NASA. I’m glad
I was in my Jetta."
Of course, there’s more to Carmen’s Jetta
than space. "My car has over 200,000 miles on
it. It doesn’t cost much to operate and it’s good
looking. I think Volkswagens are excellent cars
for college students."
Since Carmen hopes to design spacecraft
someday, we had to ask her what kind of vehicle
she envisions in the future.
"That’s easy. A red Volkswagen Cabriolet
convertible. I’ve already got one picked out
for graduation."
The VCI College Graduate Finance Plan makes owning
or leasing a Volkswagen easier than ever before. And
you may not need a credit history to qualify. Visit your
authorized Volkswagen dealer for details.

1vii) VOLKSWAGEN
If you drive a Volkswagen, you might be selected to
appear in an ad like the one above Send your story and
a photo to Volkswagen Testimonials 187 S.
Woodward, Suite 200 Birmingham, MI 48009
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Baseball finishes season with 11E5 win
By .fitartisris Thompson
Daily stall write(
Although it doesn’t look like
SJSU is headed for the playoffs,
the Spartan baseball team had a
milestone season.
For the first time in SJSU baseball history , the Spanans had hack to -back 40-win seasons
With an overall record of 43-17.
the squad set a record for victories
m a season. Third baseman Jeff
Ball set records for most RBIs
And most home runs (151 in a sea-

the season. tin ough Plf ,ii,’ said
The loss of "bullpen ace.’ Doug
Wells it) arm wager’) and last
year’s 10-game winner Itonnie
Rea to arm problems hit the team
hard, he said.
A slump in the middle of the
season didn’t help either. Piraro
said
"I look back at the two weekends we had hack to hack at UNI.V
and Fresno,’’ in April, he said
The team had hoped to win at
least three of the sot games played
over those two weeks, but ended
up losing five of them.
All the games were close, with
three lost by one run and one by
two runs. Three of the games were
lost in the last inning.

N1in

’They put a great etTort in and
they did a lot of things and set a lot
of records,’’ Piraro said.
"Our goal was to finish in the
lop three and we didn’t do that,"
Piraro said.
That doesn’t mean this season
wasn’t a success, though, he said.
’Anytime you go 43-17 that’s
an outstanding year... he said.
After winning 16 straight games
ii preseason, the team lost five Big
\…Lt.’ conference games by one
tun. The Spartans finished the seaon in seventh place with a 9-12
Big West record.
The last time the Spartans went
to regional competition was in
1971 when they won the conference outright. At the time. Piraro
was a freshman at SJSU and
played on the team.
This year’s team was ranked in
the top-I0 nationwide in three different polls in March.
’Ihere were some rough spots in

"I don’t think they lost then
spark . . a lot of times it take.
you a while to bounce back," Piraro said.
Sunday the Spartans won 11 A
on the strength of Jeff Ball.
Ball had two RBI and three rum
in Sunday’s game.
Ball may mum find himself playing in the big leagues. tie’s eligible for the major league baseball
draft in June.
"De probably will get drafted.’.
Piraro said. "If he goes in a lowet
round most likely he will stay it,
school. If he gets picked high It.
might go with the bonus."

Kenneth Kwok Daily staff photographer
‘Wit
like Catniales lags out Nlate (Uproot) of Fullerton State on
Siendto I hr Spartans won 11-5, scoring sis runs in 11w eighth inning.

With This Coupon,
Receive 10% Off Lunch Or Dinner!
(Food Only)

Congratulations Class of 1990...
From the Red Lion Hotel!
Celebrate with us for Lunch (11:30 - 2:30) or
Dinner (5:00 -10:30) in Maxi’s Restaurant.
For Reservations Call (408) 453-4000.
Valid Only on May 26, 1990.

RED LIM-HOTEL,

SAN JOSE

.

Softball in playoffs
II) Rand, Robertson
Daily stall wrier
For the first time in its five
ear history. the SJSU softball
team will participate in the
NCAA playoff.
The Spartans finished the regular season with a 34-26 record,
18-18 in the Big West.
SJSU is in a regional with
IININ and Cal. The first game
in the regional a ill he Friday.
May 18 when SJSU plays
UNI.V at Cal at noon. It is a
double -el tniimitii in tournament.

so both the winner and the loser
lINLV game Will
of the SJS1
play Cal. lhe loser plays Friday
at 2 p.m.. and the w inner plays
Cal at 4 p.m.
The Spartans won three out of
lour games against UN1.V this
season, including a doubleheader sweep on April 30. Cal
won two of three games against
SJS11 this year.
All three team were ranked in
the final NCAA top-20 poll. Cal
finished at #9. SJSU was at
# I I and the Rebels were #17.

Come Join the Movies
Summer Openings:

Positions Available.

Days and Evenings
Free Movies
noddle Shirts
Frequent Wage %views
WI Train

Maintencrce
Cothier
Concession
Some Supervisory
Posittons
PsiN
lOO’

CENTURY 22
984-7539

CAPITOL DRIVE-IN
226-2289

1

Classy. Comfortable.
Cappuccino.
At the Keystone Coffee Store of course!

Congratulations to the New
Intiates of Delia Sigma Ti.
(DIE BIG MO Spring ’90.
gqckBeargie
’Rfichaef Bernal
Sharon Bingham
G fen Bermitto
9ackie Venom
Dante Hilario
Peter Ho
Sara Grace Keenan

Michael. Maynarich
Curtis Meek
’Ty Nakamura
DaxParreno
Efaine Shae
Vanie(SteJanescu
Rhonda Stewart
Paul Tamayo

Karemnita,c,..,

Chaim Xtilt,,,,

Henry Kwong

2050 Gateway Place, San Jose, CA 95110

specializing in
Expresso *Whole Bean Coffees
Gourmet Desserts Ice Cream & Gelato
Unique Gift Items
1C4

STE) V,4

4ji

COFFE

STORE

321 S. 1st. Street San Jose
292-4698
(2 doors south of Original Joe’s and
..aig)(,31t1144.1.-PmcampuoT. IT

777. in’
coupon
Our
2
for
1
Cappuccino
Special! j
is
Good
for
chis

se your
books
ricovlf
at

3
1
I
STORE

on tenth st.
across from allen hall
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Plan: Ecology is major consideration

win page I
The chiller project, in which the air
conditioning plant "chills" water
to the temperature of appmx
mately 45 degrees and pumps it
throughout the campus fin air conditioning. This should be in operation by the spring semester

Seven Second Delay

They are reducing the im- ence tentatively set for June I.
pact." Montenero said. "These
The conference will reveal the
are all good strategies, however, results of an audit being done by
we can go further."
the environmental resource departAccording to Montenero, haz- ment. SAFER will detail the
ardous and solid waste manage- amount of material that comes in,
ment are key issues that SAFER gets used and is disposed of. Mon intends to present at a press confer- tenet said

I lrssescr, Keagan spokesMark Weinberg said he was
unaware of any plans for a get-together.
Officials said the Minnesota
stop would be in Minneapolis hut it
was not clear what Gorbachev
would do there.
"We have received no notification at this point," said Gov. Rudy
Perpich’s spokesman, Ray Bohn.
"No indication at all. We’re
scrambling right now to find out,
though."
Gorbachev is to arrive in Washington on May 30 for his second
summit with Bush, following their
meeting on the island of Malta last
December.
White
House
statements have indicated the talks
would conclude by June 3.
A Soviet advance team returned
to Moscow late last week after
working with White House plan-

June I, the second day of their
meeting, has been reserved for
signing any agreements that result
from the meeting.

2 Live Crew rapper urges boycott

Aaron Malchow
rmouorr I’D
SEE VW SMILE
ACAIN, AVAGNIT.

ENROLL NOW.

Call we today

This Is comprehensive train-

(local AWN) Rep) A I will send a

ing school designed to train

book to your horne or business.
Super
specials for everyone
Share the book with family. co-

you at one of the eree’ top
Chrysler Plymouth deeler
ships Alt *spools of Ihe auto

AVON.. Buy or sell

workers & friends & receive up to

business will be covered.

50% off on your own order. Thank

Never before has there been
such s complete ’School of

you Also, good part-time income
for the holidays Call JANE at 2515942
KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your expertise. knowledge in your
study. field of Interest, or hobby
S7 95 tells you where to go A whet
IA ask for at local agencies who
will assist you free of charge
Please send check to HART. Box
110266, Campbell, Cc 95008
PERSONAL LOANS up to $2500..
(Sullied to credit approval) Call
WASHINGTON

SQUARE
FEDERAL Credit Union et (408) 947.
7273
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Training’
Guaranteed salary during
training

e nd money, too

Paid Vocation
Bonuses by week & month
Tired 01 9010$ nowhere. working
long hours & making little
or no money, Apply for one of
these positions today This
school was designed for people
autosold
who have never
mobiles
We also invite current auto sales
people who feel they never’’,
been properly ’reined to enroll
There Is limited space, so
call today
Ask for Mr Green

Cleanings and

(408)732.7600
CHRYSLER PLY-

SYNNYVALE

MOUTH
776 E El Camino Real
Sunnyvale. Ca 94087
408 732.7400

6611 In San Jose
U S.S. BOXER REUNION
Wes
your
Father.
Granddad.

Rob Schmidt
SALES MANAGER

Uncle. Cousin, Brother or Friend
one of the 50,000 men who served
on the U S.S. Boxer CV217 If so.
we are nevIng reunion In Pence’
role Florid!. In Oct. The dates Ore
10th, 1 I th, 12th & 13111 For more
info

call John Pion,. et (415)

656-1497.

facility with emotionally

Good DMV required.
514.700-516,205 per month (46
hour week) Excellent benefits,
3 day live-in. 4 days off
Send resume
100F Chlraren’s Home
PG Box 155
Gilroy, C 95021-0155
COUNSELOR DIRECT
CARE
staff
needed at local residential recall.
Iles for young adults A oriolescents with autism 15 related disa.
Draftee FT & PT poiffilons avail
Starting

SEIZED CARS. TRUCKS, Awheelers.
TV’s, stereos, furniture comput
ers by DEC. FBI. IRS end US customs Available your area now
Call 1.805-882-7555. act C-1255
88 FORD BRONCO, SIT trim. ye. blue
& white Low relies, still under
warranty Must see. Ask for Dave
or John (415)456-1497.
71 JEEP 86 TOYT 4 x 4 new engine
pumps, wheels tires on truck
57250 C..15 V6 4 sp new ftres
wheels,

new trans

05500. 234

2074

COMPUTERS
INFERNO BBS
8N1, 100 1200 2400 baud Merin to. 6 IBM libraries, 25 phone
lines. multi-user chat 14061 395’
1721. (40E) 395-5379, 1406) 929.
9035. (415) 964-6063, 1415) 85E8748
MAC 512KE B IMAGEWAITER I. $750,
runs great Call efter 6 PM 77E1722

FOR SALE
MATTRESS

SETS. BEDS.
Twin set $79, full owl $99. queen
set $139. king set 5179 For both
Pieces! Bunkbeds 599. Day beds
599

5 pc bedroom set 5199
Desks $74. dressers $79. chests
148. bed -frames, delivery. (415)
745-0E00

HELP WANTED

(408)

NOW

HIRING

Up to $10010 start
WEEKLY PAY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
All shifts available
Full time end Part time
Positions In Santa Clara, Milpitas

the party at 4150 Great Americ
Pkwy . Santa Clara

Monday thru Friday
Apply VANGUARD

AVAIL.
POSITIONS
ABLE., Full 8 pert time permanent 6 summer positions Refer.
enc.. required Northern Cara
Nannies, 4546 El Camino Reel.

3212 Scott Blvd
Santa Clara

ASSISTANT CIVIL ENGINEER Ill
Design Coordination Division
DUTIES The primary responsibility of this position in Design Cod.
dinetion is work Involving design
and or plan checking Involving
flood control projects open cramnet hydraulics, and or land development prdects Involving District
pipelines, treatment dents dams
and channels
REQUIREMENTS Assietanl dull
Engineer I Either bachelors degree in an accredited civil or to.
engineering curriculum OR
possession of valid California
Certlfi
Enginwring-in-Treining
cafe with two years of associated
subprofeesional
work

engineering

AsIstant Clvil Engineer II in ad.
dItIon to the Wove, two years of
professionsl civil engineering el,
level *quiver.’ to
perience at
the Olstrict class of Assistant
(UPCOMING
Engineer I
GRADUATES WILL BE ALLOWED
TO APPLY)
SALARY Am *latent Civil Engineer
S295110 53595 per month
Assistant Civil Engineer II $3257
to $3968 per month (Unregio
tared) or $3338 to $4088 per
I

month (Registered) Based on
Position
floe-step salary plan
may be filled at either level

leave message at 446-7663

SECURITY OFFICERS..
Securfty officers and mess.gen All shifts. FT PT, cm will

STUDENTS!!
WE WANT YOU for the job.
BEST PERSONNEL
recruits tor clerical and technical
p040100. for your 111101111I end tu

SPACE FOR ART STUDIO-downtown
900
sq
contained
Sell
0750 month or share $250 month
ea Call 9011-0648 between It AM.
6 Pk/

spa 5400

AUTO SALES
CHRYSLER PC YMOUTH
Prolcdsional Sales
Trelr.ing School

not be accepted
SANTA CLARA VALLEY WATER
DISTRICT
An Affirmative Action Employer
RESIDENTIAL
5
COUNSELORS needed for pro-

COMPANIONS

OF SAN JOSE
Become part of winning team
We are now hiring food IlarVer.

receptionists,

16

general

office and Meta entry clerks We
also recruit for technical posi
Pons Pay rates very depending
On job Millie and work experience

RETAIL APPLIANCE STORE sell, en.
swan phones, general misc occes1onal delivery now PT. Tues
Call

RUSTY SCUPPER RESTAURANT is
now hldng full A pert time host hostess A food servers Apply
Mon -Fri 2.30-5 PM, 1235 Oakinead
Pkwy. Sunnyvale. cell 245-2911

new fragrance
SAFARI,

(408)727-9793

Cell SUSAN
at (916)-481-4043

ENGINEERING SUMMER JOB Bel.
moot publisher has perfect lob for
Jr Sr Gr.

Engineering

well -versed

in fund

major

SALES. ELECTRICAL. FuR time posi-

(415) 593-

tion. FREE training 11, placement

9119-Louise

Classes

EULIPIA RESTAURANT needs a part
time ordering & banquet cook
Apply 3745 let St.. call 260-6161
EULIPIA RESTAURANT Is hiring now,’
Walters
bartenders,
Great student lob Apply
let SI

10-4 PM

296-1569, Willow Glen area 305,
during summer

374 S

San Jost, 280-6161

FREE ROOM A BOARD help ma with
my 3 kids Inn, summer Please
call 976-1515 tor further details
Guaranteed not to be boring. Fe

start

in

June

Limited
space 3 week course at night
Mffi 2 yr degree required eftp
(415)275-1059
SECURITY OFFICEPIS
NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY is hiring tor lull
and part time pooltIons
All shifts evallble,
CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR SANTA CLARA

secure, clean.
All hard-

I.lancially

Call u

TODAY tor your summer
or future employment Call 904t340. never fee

PERSON GROUP HOUSE for
leese to organization Please call
266-6273 or 268-1750

PERSONALS
BARE IT ALL. Slop shavIrag waxing.
tweezing or using chemical dep111tortes

Let

me permanently re-

move your unwanted hair
THE COLLEGIATE DREAM
525.060
per hour. pad time A dream Come

nolo,

Isculty Call below tidy 31.1990. 8
the 1st appointment Is 1 2 price
"Unwanted hal, dissappears with

THE PERFECT SUMMER JOB

my

care

CHELGREN.

GWEN

R.E., 559-3500, 1645 S

interviewing for parilind
summer Internships
Call (415)276E4401

Bascom
"HAIR
Ave
CC.
Cempbell
TODAY GONE TOMORROW"

DECADE 01 the envIron-

CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings st

mend Earn money getting friends

6 30 A 6 00 PM, Campus Chdslian
Center, 10th 8, San Carlos For

end family off that took

soup

more Into about other activities

called wider & that brown stud
called air’ Environment prOtherte
registered with the E PA 30%

call Fettle, Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan at 298 0204

start

Cell 248-

3149

EXAM
FILES
from
Professors
throughout USA Ewm problems
with professors own detailed soAvailed* for 8 engilutions

57411 hr
NO DORKY HATS OR

neering courses. EIT. Calculus.
DE. LA, Gen A 0-Chem, Physics.

SCARY UNIFORMS,
JUST A FUN,COOL PLACE

etc 24 different books evellable at

TO WORK,
To be on the Driving Team, you
must be lg, have own car, insurDMV,

very fleolble

hours. pert -time or lull -time

As

Spartan Bookstore (downstairs)
Roberts Bookstore
HAS ROMANCE GONE from your lire?
Now you can End low, romance,
or adventure es easily es picking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
Seam six exciting Inesseget from

PIZZA A GO 00
135W Santa Clem San Jose

quality people or you can record
your own modelle And with our
voice mail service. you don’t have
to leave your /Mom number on an

CAT LOVING, NON-SMOKING respon
Ible VEGETARIAN house-sifter

own line Call (408) 988.2523 for
tree details Call rade,. Someone

12090.4-2010.

is welting to meet you. (4011) (415)
toll. if
only 52
976-2002

wanted. Dates
call 266-5753

FOR LEASE. 2 bdrrn. t toth apartment
5630 mo. Clow to SJSU, 571 S
71h, peg, cable. 268-0439
FOR RENT, large 2 bdrm 2 bath. remodeled. clean and quiet Seco
My building, off street parking,
facilities,

laundry

security

any
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Canter 10th A
San Carlos For more information
about eclivities. call Rev herb
FIrnhaber at 298-0204

en-

PREGNANT, SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish to adopt Financially secure

Martha or please leave complete

Lot’s of love to give Call Pet; or
13.1 any time at 269-1371

FREE ROOM A BOARD help me with
my 3 kkls thru summer Please
call 978-1515 for further detells
Guaranteed not to be boring’ Fe’
melee only!
PRIVATE RM, kttchan prIv.

1 2 Ilk

SJSU. prefer dependable student.
no ernok, 9 AM -RPM, 297-7679
RM in Csmpbell Female, only 2 br I
I 2 Idn, pool, tennis, $345 mu.
12 monthly utili0166 erec dap,
ties Avail 8 1, 377-9198
ROOM FOR RENT Room in 3 Odds., 2
he. house in Almaden Valley avail
June

1
3

with
Nrrred)

Easy commute Share
tamale pro
students

Loran.
8245 renl
phone Intl own room & house
prvIgs Call Kim days 924-2908 or

RAYBANS AA YBANS RA YBANS
For excellent prices A a large
LI A Y B"AWNcstuk’nn ogl s se
please call
CHRIS at 9974444
Leave message &
your call

nixed, we need you. Front desk

7’ SHIRTS.
Earn money for your fraternity,
sorority, club or business by selling silk-screened TShirts with
your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM
(415)982-8601
U S S BOXER REUNION
Father,
Granddad
Was your
Uncle, Cousin, Brother or Friend
one of the 50.000 men who served

IMH111MMIIIIIIIII=111=111111111110 EMMI

Milpitas

1820 Barber Lane.

Montague Hwy 680

MACINTOSH DATA ENTRY wanted
10-15 hours week 58 hour plus
bonus
Computer
orperlence
helpful Call Kelly 738-3976
NEEDED. TEACHERS DIRECTORS
Energetic, greet eenee of humor
team planer. child loving persons
to work in our child caw centers
Flexible hours walled.. 6 comp
E C E units required Call today.
945-0919

training.

You It receive ostensive
materials. A support

working tor the nation s top col.
lege magazine Sales poeltions
and one edttorial position vall
Call ROBIN or JAY at
(800)342-5118
PART TIME FULL TYE Primarily light
bookkeeping, some typing Apply
In person only San JO. Boy 01
floo, 912 Town B Country Village,

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 for

Choose Fro

EDITING A WORD PROCESSING
of term papers research prowls

Call (406)238-2329
EDITORIAL,

& resumes
ev grammar

RESEARCH SERVICES
consultation

Wilma,.
phic materials and editing services Final drawn, preparation
14151 841-5038
Tutoring,

Word

GLEN area

TRAVEL

SHIRLEY at 379-3519 52 per page
minimum 5 peg.
ARE

fare.

Purchase your
student discount card now. Also
ask about the T WA Getaway
credit card for you and your par

YOU CONCERNED about your
grades, Of course you are A
neatly typed paper pets e higher
grade Err-ovinee paws impress
profs FOf this quality call WRITE.
TYPE -’-(4081972-0430

onto. Call ANDY el 243-2630

SERVICES WPPges
EDITORIAL
need polishing? Get help from a
Editor with
Professional Tech

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO? Mexico,
Hawaii,
Europe.
United
Steles? Call 10,100 air fares Per.
Arlene

and

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE neat
Hamilton
3
Winchester
Call

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS." T W.A or
fere SJSU students 10% oft any

service

assist

formats) Equipment used

probe 247.7486. 335 5 Baywood
Ave .5.0 Jose

sonalized

gladly

punctuation.

Perfect 8, HPLaser Jed Consider
able business experience and for
English maior
WILLOW
mer

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted
hair removed forever by special.
ist Confidential Your very own

published

Will

sentence structure (knowledge
h ie on Turabian. APA A Campbell

English Degree Word Processing

997-

(ell formats) and Desktop Publishing (resumes,
newsletters.
Mids. etc I Call PATRICIA 01 Wit

3647

TYPING

LOW GLEN (408) 288.56E18 (Isom

AAAAHA!! LOWER RATES II HIGHER
501151001 Ion’ Are you perfection
151 when II comes to your reports,

message/

thesis,

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING, 125
morn Quality guaranteed Coro

STUDENTS IL PROFESSORS
call Picture Perfect Desktop Pub-

petitive rates Term papers tape
transcription. resumes, theses,
legal papers, mailing lists graph.

resumes,

overheads,
fliers,

lishing and Design now for all

Ws, etc Call 14081984-5203 today’

your word processing needs. We
have wperience in Wordperfecl

LETTER QUALITY REPORTS, thesis
etc are easy on professors lame

Venture DTP WORDSTAR Pe
’Graphic
Scsnning
gernaker
Arts We proof all our work end

grade conscious graduate Very
reasonable rates Call RAJU no
(408) 234-8759

IOW print it, Call 923-3956

LISA’S TYPING

Too many reports and vol
enough time, RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING!. Resumes, term
papers, theses, letters. etc Grad

AAAH,

WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
(400)084.5637
Term Papers Resumes
Personal Bus
Theses

Available dorsunder -grad
Laser
eves weekends by sprit
printer Call ANNA - 972-4992
&

Proposals
Reports
Fast -Expert -Dependable
Night Saturdays Rush
Located in the

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS’
Trust 5 pro Reports theses. reetc
sume,,
letters mellings.
Spell grammar check

Santa Clara San Jose Area
’SERVICING

Wordpro.

pus

P U.

Stixlent

del

wall

EDP

Service.

270.

Rea.

THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(408)972.1563

for charts, graphs. slides over.
heeds and color too, Pius last
turnaround and guaranteed work

TYPING WORD

PROCESSING
fast
accurate. reasonable All types ol
papers Spell checking and proof
reeding Same day service Betty

ACADEMIC TYPING AT REASONABLE RATES
Need our help?
Quality and accuracy guaranteed

2474068 Santa Clara
WORD

PROCESSING letter

deity In Science and all English
subjects for theses, papers, re
ports. resumes, etc Free woo.

WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Journalism graduate
On campus every day

slorsoe 251-0449
AND

EXPERIENCED

Free

wordprocessing. Term papers reports. group papers resumes. let.
tens theses. etc Littler quality. All
APA

quality

printing, copies etc
(408(223.0102
CECILIA
Word
processing
114 hr S2 50
prage whichever ,.less’

Were last dependable grammar,
aware, both college greds Spa’

formats plus

check

TYPING - - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS

checking, grommet check editing, powerful grephics program

OM

PRO-

soneble rates, quick turnaround

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY T1ME.
Wordprocessing to its fullest co
printing
spell
pacIty
Laser

AFFORDABLE

WORD

grammar spell punc

6014 EVELYN

ling disk

YOUR

CESSING and Graphics needs
Cell Kale et Technically Typing
Term wipers
(408) 261-0750
Thews. air Laser printer Free

cessing-WordPerfect 5 1, posts,
crIpt laser printer Close to cam’

spellrag.

punctuation

A

grammar

check Laser pnntiet
Also. Desktop Publishing
14081297 3978

SPELCHEK

=I INN

406

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces tot each lone)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

111111111i/1

Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
$5 80
$530
$430
3 Lines
$680
4 Lines $530 $630
$710
5 Lines
$630 $730
$870
6 Lines
$720 $825
Each Additional Line Add 51 00

Four
Days
$6 05
$7 05
$805
$895

Five
Days
$6 35
$7 30
58 75
$9 25

Each
Extra
Day
$1 10
$1 30
$1 45
$1 60

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10-14 Lines $77 00
5-9 Lines $5500
15 Plus lines 599 00

Phone 924-3277

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY

edition

TrmscrIption services available
Phone
Almaden B11101111 area

Print Your Ad Here

bellsteft Eves 11, weekends avail
Flex hrs THE BEVERLY HERITAGE HOTEL

MADE

Call now PAMELA 51 046-3062
return

males only.
GREAT JOB! Work with people. If you
like s fast pace 8. era well qta

A

204 4504

discounts

trence. carport. cable hook-up,
790 S 1 lth St OP 2E0) 572&
1825 eno Cell 286-9157, John or
neeeag

DESIGNED
Me YOU

? Creative Products A Services
Many typestyles and designs to

Mc ) 15% discount to students A

(406)946-1995, Mr Heggern

ance, clean

BUTTONS"

blidni-lummy-rnouslocho-beck-

too
Clearbrook of California
looking tor marketing repo can

HOUSING

Cell 866-6560

term

$550 month Ingle occupancy

little a.3 hrs day, twice week
Tetra CASH home Wily.

RESTAURANT-ROOH’s CAFE SALSA

ity, able to wear Ow 6-8
Part time

064250

received by the Personnel Office
no liter than 5 00 p m on Tues.
day May 22. 1900 Postmerks will

support All office booked apple
Cell TMERMAX at 223-1060

at NORDSTROM
All location. Outgoing personal-

ness experience earn up to 54,000 and powerhouse your resume
selling ad space for your school

POSTAL JOBS. Start
511 41 hr For application info call
ill 6024164865. E. M-4250 6
am -10 prn, 7 days

SALES POSITION
PT and FT positions open 550052500 wk poleotial innovetive ex chino product Free treining and

ASSISTANTS -MODELS
tor RALPH LAUREM

TRICT 5750 Almaden Ewes.
may San Joao. C 95118 Phone
(4011) 263-2600, eirdoslon 484 to
request an spdketion package
Completed application, most be

1136-68115..1 R4250

Fee. PERSONA, (406)453-0506.

SAFARI

ATTENTION

ATTENTION

Eng, Admin Support A Bilingual
English Japanese pordtions No

APARTMENT
orrice Long

wood floors, kidded at 551-553 5
elk St Call MIKE at 293-09E9.

STUDENTS

commission to

SERVICES
CUSTOM

DECORATOR
Unique 1 Wino

professional dependable service
CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced
word processing
proteslonal
These, term wpm. group pro
jects etc All formats including
CPA Laser printer Quick return

656-1497

deposit 1 2 270-3290

1020

punctuation pd.’’’. assilance
All work guaranteed. Cali PAM
247,2661 8 ernSpen for worryfree

cola. Florida In Oct The dates are
101h, 11th 1216 IL 13th For more
info cell John Pigmen at 0151

quiet, sober required

WE WANT YOU FOR the (obi
BEST PERSONNEL recruits for
secretaries. typists, word processors,

on the U SS Boxer CV21, II so
we are hewing reunion In Pen

2 BDRM hOuse, share w 2prol flay
FEM Priv ent. bath or a d, pool,

tare Cell 984-1340

people interested in Sales Acct

SELLING

Centpus Connection needs ambitious student. Gain greet busi-

ATTENTION-HIRING! Goof fobs your
area 517,840-$44445 Cell I -602.

the Bay Area. were looking tor

N 5.0 Jose
Medical Dental
VacslIon Plan

APPLY Personnel Office, SANTA
CLARA VALLEY WATER DIS-

EARN MONEY reading
books. 132.000 yr income Eden.
Mil Boded 11)602430-8885, Eel

ments melon’ typing. Macintosh exp. darted oriented
Respons vary Please cell 279-2293

Th 1-5.30 PM Sat

EASY MONEY!!!

interviews 8 ern to 4 pm

suite V. Los Altos, (415)949-2933

for

spring. Christmas end next sum.
met breaks Many positions Call
1-605-682-7555 ext. S-1062

BENNIGANS
Is looking for WAITSTAFF, cooks
8 hosts Lots of fun, good food
good people Corne apply and loin

Civil
NEW.

Call

448-3953
CRUISESHIPS

CHILDCARE

AUTOMOTIVE

06.0625 hr

PART TIME POSITIONS available at
weekly
newspaper
Require-

LIKE ?

Classified
Call 944-22536-4 PM for Into

THE 90

PERSONA Is pert of an INTL NETWORK with office. worldwide In

disturbed children. ages 7-16
E rip BA preferred

Medical benefits

Enroll now, Sew your teeth, eyes
office vdits at no charge For brochure see A S office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)371-

COUNSELOR CHILD care work
in comprehensive residential

Mon through Friday 10 AM-5 PM

3)J51 VINDIvt,
STACE -NWT
VAS IT

AfrerAir

SMARTFOOD INC

grams working with children I,

(MKT MOUT TOSI MAX)

SEE YCV FEELING
BETT P STKE

T14.65 BETTER
AT 50100k?

Now

adults with disabilities Part time
flexible hours C A R 1415)6560611

Y1MI. manor, ID
WIMRY WM. NOISING.
IT’S ItiST GO% TO

HEN. I NEVI

Apply in person 24 hrs. 7
days
week ACUFACTS. Inc
260 Meridian Ave., Sarah,.

Classified
Starts Msy 28.1990

Maguire & Mehallo

Funhouse

train

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Luther & Records Convention panel dis- tarnishing the image of his space
Campbell, leader of the oft-boy- cussion on suppression of some rap character.
2 Live Crew records have been
cotted rap group 2 Live Crew, has and heavy metal music.
"Somebody’s got to start," declared obscene in two Florida
called for the record industry’s
counties. The album "As Nasty as
support saying stores that refuse to Campbell said.
Campbell of Miami, Fla., was They Wanna Be," which has sold
carry his records should be
shunned by the major music labels. prohibited from using the stage and nearly 2 million copies, is being
"When the stores say they’re record label name Luke Sky- pulled by some major record store
going to take my albums out, the ywalker pending settlement of a chains. Some require proof that record buyers are 18 or older.
record companies should say ’OK, lawsuit filed by George Lucas.
Jay Berman, Recording Industry
The "Star Wars" creator has a
then you’re not getting the next
Michael Jackson or Madonna re- trademark on the name, Luke Sky- Association of America president,
cord," Campbell said in a week- walker, which was used by a hero said the association is studying the
in his space adventure movie and possibility of filing a friend of the
end interview.
The rap entrepreneur made his sequels. Lucas claimed the rapper court brief on Campbell’s behalf
comments Saturday after a Radio of the raunchy 2 Live Crew was for upcoming Florida litigation.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

7

orro.

ners on an itinerary and sites for
the summit.
The summit schedule was to
have been announced Monday, but
was delayed for at least 24 hours as
the White House tried to pin down
Gorbachev’s post-summit travel
plans.
White House officials believe
that Gorbachev will arrive at Andrews Air Force Base outside
Washington on Wednesday evening, May 30.
A formal welcoming ceremony
is planned the next day at the
White House, along with a State
Dinner that night. During the day.
Bush and Gorbachev are to hold
talks at the White House.

man

LI

utc(KIA111:
ift114
arr

Gorbachev to visit Califomia, Minnesota

WASHINGTON 1AP) - Soviet
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
will visit California and Minnesota
after concluding summit talks with
President Bush early next month at
ihe White House and at Camp
David, U.S. officials said Monday.
Details of Gorbachev’s postsummit plans were not immediately available.
Commenting on Gorbachev’s
travel plans after the summit meeting May 30 to June 3, a U.S. official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said, "He has always said
he wants to see more of America."
Another official said, "After the
summit where Gorbachev goes is
purely up to the Soviets."
Gorbachev and his wife Raisa
have a longstanding invitation to
see former President Ronald Reagan and his wife Nancy in Los An-
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Print Name
Address

Phone

City 8 State

Zip

Enclosed is 5
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Circle a CiassIticatbn
Announcements

Greek

Services

Automotive

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers

Housing

For Sale

Lost 8 Found

Travel
Typing

Personal

411lems imesmommismo

moms=

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

Classified Desk Located Inside WIN 102

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose Slate University
San Jose, California 95192

menimuswintim

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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U
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TUESDAY, MAY 15, 1990

Sal, YOUR BOOKS’
SELL YOUR BOOKS

FOR CASH AT
.S)1PARTANOO KSTORE

WIN

CASH & FRIzEs!

VAN
STUDENT UNION
May 14 - 26 Between MacQuarrie Hall
Lower Level
& Sweeney Hall
Mon-Thurs
Fridays
Sat. May 19
Sat. May 26

8 AM 8 AM 10 AM 8 AM -

7
5
4
4

PM
PM
PM
PM

May 18
May 21-24

9 AM- 4 PM
9 AM- 4 PM

